Reel in the Whales

Partnering with junket providers can give you extra reach and new players. Effectively incentivize, manage and develop these critical extensions of your marketing program with IGT Rebates & Commissions.

Flexible program configuration options and detailed tracking of turnover and loss combine to provide more accurate calculation of commissions and rebate awards. Add robust reporting and administration tools, and you gain an all-inclusive solution that increases efficiency and improves the management and profitability of your table game junket programs.

Benefits

- Streamline management of programs, promoters and agents
- Accurately calculate commissions and rebates with exact turnover and loss
- Attract promoters with comprehensive tracking, from configuration through settlements
- Increase efficiency and reduce operational costs

Inrease junket profitability. Contact your IGT Account Manager.

Features

- Award commissions based on amount wagered or upon actual win/loss
- Calculate turnover by chip transaction, player rating or table game
- Distinguish between specific groups or individual players
- Provide rebates to players based on amount lost
- Comp promoter and player expenses, such as travel, lodging and food
- Create group junkets or personal programs for individual players
- Save program templates for quick configuration of future offerings
- Define approval levels for various program components, including tax, settlement, override comp limits and comp voids
- Integrates with the IGT Advantage® system to streamline player ratings, comp, chipsets, denoms and transactions